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Subject: Re: America Begins Book
Date: Friday, March 22, 2019 at 9:57:54 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Diana Ascher <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu>
To: Kelly Sipan <kellysipan@yahoo.com>
Priority: High

Dear Kelly,
 
I hope this email finds you well. I’m wriPng to let you know that I finally have located America	Begins by Alice
Dalgliesh. As we discussed in August, the book is non-circulaPng. I would like to invite you and your daughter
to read the book (and any others in our collecPon) here in the cozy children’s area of the IS Lab. AlternaPvely,
I can have the book digiPzed for exclusive use by you and your daughter. Please let me know if the book is sPll
one you want to access.
 
Best,
Diana
 

From: Kelly Sipan <kellysipan@yahoo.com>
Date: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 at 11:29 AM
To: Diana Ascher <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu>
Subject: Re: America Begins Book
 
Thanks for the update and the efforts!! I appreciate it!
 
Kelly

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Tuesday, August 28, 2018, 11:24 AM, Diana Ascher <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu> wrote:

Hi Kelly,

 

Just following up on America Begins. I am unable to locate this Ptle in our collecPon here in the
IS Lab. I’ve found Dalgliesh’s Silver Pencil, the Courage of Sarah Noble, the Bears on Hemlock
Mountain, and the Columbus Story (signed with a personal note by the author), but America
Begins is nowhere to be found. I’ll try the Young Research Library next. I’ve also joined the
waitlist for viewing a scanned copy at the Internet Archive.

 

More soon,

Diana

 

On 8/24/18, 2:01 PM, "Diana Ascher" <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu> wrote:

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
mailto:ascher@gseis.ucla.edu
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Hi Kelly,

 

Thanks so much for your email. Now that I understand your objecPves, I’m sure we can make
something work. I will be back in the Lab on Monday, and will look for the book. I will have to
determine whether it has been scanned/digiPzed, or if we have a physical copy. If we have it,
you absolutely are invited to visit us in the Lab to read the book with your daughter.

 

I’m actually working on a new set of policies for the Lab this week, so interprePng the fair use
regulaPon is a Pmely request. At the extreme, I believe reproducing porPons of the book in
response to a series of requests is merited. However, since the book is out of print and $150 is
outside the typical homeschool budget for a single Ptle, we should be able to provide a copy of
the work in its enPrety for your exclusive use with your daughter.

 

That said, once I know the status of the Ptle in our collecPon, we can decide whether you want
to trek out to UCLA for an adventure, or you’d like me to send you a reproducPon (either print,
or digital). There likely will be a small fee for the processing associated with your selected
format. Photocopying at UCLA is charged by the page; I will invesPgate charges for digiPzaPon.
Either way, it should be much more affordable than $150.

 

I hope this informaPon helps, and I will reach out again on Monday once I lay hands on the book
or find its digital counterpart. Thanks for providing a delighjul treasure hunt for me as I
acclimate!

 

Best,

Diana

 

 

 

On 8/24/18, 1:34 PM, "Kelly Sipan" <kellysipan@yahoo.com> wrote:

 

Hi Diana,

 

No problem!

mailto:kellysipan@yahoo.com
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I am a homeschooling mom of a 6 year old, and I have heard by several homeschooling
educators I admire that America Begins by Alice Dalgliesh is the dream book to use for teaching
Early American history to younger children. I’ve read a few other (in-print) books by Miss
Dalgliesh and they are wonderful, so the recommendaPon doesn’t surprise me!

 

I have tried acquiring it by Inter Library Loan via my Pasadena library, but so far no one has been
willing to lend it because it’s so hard to find.

 

So I saw that UCLA carries it and since we aren’t that far away, was interested in seeing if it
would be available through you, at least to view within your library.

 

Quite frankly, if I had been able to get it via Inter Library Loan, I planned to make a photocopy of
it to use for our homeschool lessons throughout this year. I would love your input (as I imagine
this is an area of experPse for you) on whether that’s legal. I was basing my informaPon on an
arPcle from Stanford University that seems to indicate that photocopying an enPre work applies
as “fair use” for a book which is out of print, exhorbitantly expensive, and used solely for
personal educaPonal use - all of which apply in this case.
(hpps://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/academic-and-educaPonal-permissions/library-
photocopying/ )

 

If I were able to access America Begins at your locaPon, I’m not sure if that would be permissible
or feasible (is there a copy machine for public use?) 

 

However, even if copying is not possible, I would sPll be interested in viewing the book, or
maybe being able to read parts of it aloud to my daughter if I bring her?

 

I did happen to noPce there are a number of other out of print Dalgliesh Ptles listed in your
collecPon. If it were possible to look at any of those Ptles, it would be wonderful as well, but if
not, just America Begins would be fantasPc, and a resoluPon to my summer-long hunt!

 

Thank you so much for your consideraPon!

Kelly Sipan

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

https://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/academic-and-educational-permissions/library-photocopying/
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
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On Friday, August 24, 2018, 10:55 AM, Diana Ascher <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu> wrote:

Hi Kelly,

 

Thanks for checking in—I’m sorry my last email didn’t find its way to you. I’ve
recently started as the new director of the InformaPon Studies Research Lab, and
am catching up on items that remain outstanding, including your request for access
to America Begins. I’m afraid I have no informaPon on the background of your
request, so perhaps you could fill me in on your specific need.

 

It appears that UCLA may have two copies of this book, one in our collecPon in the
IS Lab, and another in the Young Research Library Special CollecPons. Typically,
these books are not available for checking out of the library, but are available for
viewing on premises. Once I hear more about your needs, I’d be happy to help in
any way I can.

 

Best,

Diana

 

 

 

America begins;: The story of the finding of the New World; Hardcover &ndash;
1958

 

Title:                     America begins; the story of the finding of the new world.

                               

Author:                                Dalgliesh, Alice,

                               

Record ID:          3921721

 

                               

Publisher:           New York : C. Scribner's sons, c1938, c1958.
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Format:                               Book

 

Holdings InformaPon

Database:            Local Database

LocaPon              InformaPon Studies Lab CollecPon

 

Call Number:      973.1 Da

 

Shelving Title: 

 

Number of Items: 0

Status:                  No informaPon available

Notes:                                  

 

 

Title:                     America begins; the story of the finding of the new world,

                               

Author:                                Dalgliesh, Alice,

                               

Record ID:          3645123

 

                               

Publisher:           New York, C. Scribner's sons; London, C. Scribner's sons, ltd.
[c1938]

                               

Format:                               Book

Subjects:             Columbus, Christopher Juvenile literature.

                                NaPve American Juvenile literature.
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Holdings InformaPon

Database:            Local Database

LocaPon              YRL Special CollecPons Stacks

 

Call Number:      E101 .D17 1938

 

Shelving Title: 

 

Number of Items: 0

Status:                  No informaPon available

Notes:                                  

 

 

Diana Ascher, PhD, MBA

Director, InformaPon Studies Research Lab

Graduate School of EducaPon & InformaPon Studies

University of California, Los Angeles

@dianaascher

hpps://linkedin.com/in/dianaascher

 

 

 

On 8/24/18, 10:21 AM, "Kelly Sipan" <kellysipan@yahoo.com> wrote:

 

Thank you! I didn’t receive anything (nothing in spam either) so hopefully it will
come through again. Thanks!

 

https://twitter.com/dianaascher
https://linkedin.com/in/dianaascher
mailto:kellysipan@yahoo.com
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Kelly

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Thursday, August 23, 2018, 3:50 PM, Andrew VanSchooneveld
<vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu> wrote:

Hey Kelly,
 
Diana said she emailed you a week or so ago. Her email address
is Diana Ascher <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu> so check your spam folder
just in case.
 
She said she would follow up with you again.
 
Thanks,
 
Andrew VanSchooneveld
Assistant to the Chair
Department of Information Studies
UCLA/GSE&IS Bldg, Rm 254
300 Charles E Young Dr N
Los Angeles, CA 90095 - 1521
Phone: (310) 825-8799
Fax: (310) 206-3076
vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu

 

On Aug 23, 2018, at 3:45 PM, Andrew VanSchooneveld
<vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu> wrote:
 
Hey Kelly,
 
I forwarded your request to Diana but it doesn’t sound
like, from your email, she has contacted you. I’ll ping her
about it.
 
Best,
 
Andrew VanSchooneveld
Assistant to the Chair
Department of Information Studies
UCLA/GSE&IS Bldg, Rm 254
300 Charles E Young Dr N
Los Angeles, CA 90095 - 1521
Phone: (310) 825-8799
Fax: (310) 206-3076
vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu

 

On Aug 23, 2018, at 2:18 PM, Kelly Sipan
<kellysipan@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
Hello,
 

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
mailto:ascher@gseis.ucla.edu
tel:90095%20-%201521
tel:(310)%20825-8799
tel:(310)%20206-3076
mailto:vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu
mailto:vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu
tel:90095%20-%201521
tel:(310)%20825-8799
tel:(310)%20206-3076
mailto:vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu
mailto:kellysipan@yahoo.com
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Just checking in on the America Begins
book... were you ever able to find out more
about it?
 
Thanks so much,
Kelly

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Friday, July 27, 2018, 2:34 PM,
Kelly Sipan <kellysipan@yahoo.com>
wrote:

Thank you, I sure
appreciate the help!
 
Kelly

Sent from Yahoo Mail for
iPhone

On Friday, July 27, 2018,
2:11 PM, Andrew
VanSchooneveld
<vanschooneveld@gseis.u
cla.edu> wrote:

Hey Kelly,
 
Thanks for your
patience about
this book!
 
We have a new
IS Lab
manager, Diana
Ascher, who
just started
yesterday and
could tell you if
the book would

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
mailto:kellysipan@yahoo.com
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
mailto:vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu
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be available for
you to either
come by and
look at, or
possibly check
out. Since
you’re not in the
UCLA system
as a
student/faculty/
staff member, I
don’t believe
we can check it
out to you, but
Diana can
confirm. I
looked at the
price on
Amazon and
the cheapest
copy is $150 so
if the book
could be loaned
to you, you
would probably
need to provide
a deposit in that
amount and
some contact
info.
 
I’ll let you know
once I’m able to
talk to her
about it.
 
Best,
 
Andrew
VanSchooneveld
Assistant to the
Chair
Department of
Information Studies
UCLA/GSE&IS
Bldg, Rm 254
300 Charles E
Young Dr N
Los Angeles, CA
90095 - 1521
Phone: (310) 825-
8799
Fax: (310) 206-
3076
vanschooneveld@g
seis.ucla.edu

tel:90095%20-%201521
tel:(310)%20825-8799
tel:(310)%20206-3076
mailto:vanschooneveld@gseis.ucla.edu
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Monday, February 10, 2020 at 19:21:05 Pacific Standard TimeDiana Ascher

Page 1 of 1

Subject: Re: scanning
Date: Friday, December 13, 2019 at 1:28:38 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Diana Ascher <ascher@gseis.ucla.edu>
To: Blank, David <blank@humnet.ucla.edu>, Green, Valerie <valerie.green@arts.ucla.edu>

Dear David,
 
I'm wriOng to update you on our search for a film negaOve holder that will accommodate negaOves 75mm x
100mm in size. I've contacted the Lux Lab in the UCLA Library, to determine whether we can create a 3D-
printed negaOve holder for the items you wish to scan, because the items Canon offers are not the right size. I
think this should be feasible, and will update you again as soon as I hear back from the Lux Lab.
 
All best,
Diana
 
 
Diana L. Ascher, PhD, MBA
Director, IS Lab
Digital InstrucOonal Support Librarian
Department of InformaOon Studies
Graduate School of EducaOon & InformaOon Studies 
University of California, Los Angeles

signature_560007075

 
 
On 12/3/19, 12:11 PM, "Blank, David" <blank@humnet.ucla.edu> wrote:
 
    Dear Dr. Green,
   
    I have over 100 negaOve images (7.5x10.0 cm) of ancient manuscripts that I am trying to have digiOzed.
When the VRC was dismantled, the Dodd HumaniOes group kept its Epson flatbed scanners (EXP 12000
series), but no film holders for them.
    
    I’ve been to see Diana Ascher in GSEIS, who is very willing to help and is trying to find a film holder large
enough to fit these negaOves. I wonder whether you might be in a posiOon to help me with this digiOzaOon
project?
   
    Thanks for your Ome.
   
    Best,
    David Blank
    Professor of Classics and Philosophy
    blank@ucla.edu
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